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Reviewer’s comment
The principal scientific contributions of this paper are contained in Sections 2-4. If
confirmed, the author’s work would have a significant impact on the climatology
community. Obviously, given the scope of this review, I am not able to confirm the
author’s findings.
Section 1.3, on the other hand, is confusing and poorly written. It also would
appear to add little to what readers of this paper would already know, and it
contributes little if anything to the rest of the paper.
In Section 1.3, the author discusses “cloudiness changes”, often without specifying
in which direction. The notation CL-% for %Cloudiness or %CL is poorly chosen.
The term “Surface balance” in Table 3, appears to simply be the sum of SW
radiation absorbed and “Downward radiation emitted by the atmosphere”
(meaning, I presume, LW radiation absorbed by the surface). Presumably the term
means the total SW and LW radiation absorbed by the surface. The term “Surface
balance” is needlessly confusing and should be replaced. The last column of the
table has an addition error.
The term “pseudo-balance” doesn’t make sense to me. A state that is in flux is not
in any kind of balance. By “black surface” temperature” the author presumably
means a black body temperature.
Frankly, I would suggest eliminating Section 1.3.
If the author insists on retaining Section 1.3 as an introduction to the effect of
clouds, it should be completely rewritten so as to be far more comprehensible to
those not already familiar with the issue.
Fig. 3. and the printing in it is too small and hard to read. is
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